## MATH 2413 (Calculus I) Placement Exam

**Cullen College of Engineering**
- Biomedical Engineering, BSBE \text{ REQUIRED}
- Chemical Engineering, BSCHE \text{ REQUIRED}
- Civil Engineering, BSCE \text{ REQUIRED}
- Computer Engineering, BSCPE \text{ REQUIRED}
- Computer Engineering and Analytics, BSCPE \text{ REQUIRED}
- Construction Engineering, BSCONE \text{ REQUIRED}
- Electrical Engineering, BSEE \text{ REQUIRED}
- Industrial Engineering, BSEIE \text{ REQUIRED}
- Mechanical Engineering, BSME \text{ REQUIRED}
- Petroleum Engineering, BSPETE \text{ REQUIRED}
- Systems Engineering, BSSYSE \text{ REQUIRED}

**Cullen College of Engineering - Technology Division**
- Biotechnology, BS \text{ Recommended}
- Comp Engr Tech, BS \text{ REQUIRED}
- Computer Infor Systems, BS \text{ Recommended}
- Construction Management, BS \text{ Recommended}
- Electrical Power Engr Tech, BS \text{ REQUIRED}
- Mechanical Engineer Tech, BS \text{ Recommended}

**College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics**
- Atmospheric Sciences, BS \text{ REQUIRED}
- Biochemical & Biophysical Sci, BS (or BA) \text{ REQUIRED}
- Biology, BS (or BA) \text{ REQUIRED}
- Chemistry, BS (or BA) \text{ REQUIRED}
- Computer Science, BS \text{ REQUIRED}
- Earth Science, BA \text{ REQUIRED}
- Environmental Sciences, BS \text{ REQUIRED}
- Geology, BS \text{ REQUIRED}
- Geophysics, BS \text{ REQUIRED}
- Honors Biomedical Sciences, BS \text{ REQUIRED}
- Mathematics, BS (or BA) \text{ REQUIRED}
- Mathematical Biology, BS \text{ REQUIRED}
- Physics, BS (or BA) \text{ REQUIRED}

**Exploratory Studies**
- Exploratory Studies, DEG UN \text{ Recommended (if pursuing a STEM degree)}

## MATH 2312 (Pre-Calculus) Placement Exam

**Hines College of Architecture and Design**
- Architecture, BARCH \text{ Recommended}
- Environmental Design, BS \text{ Recommended}
- Industrial Design, BS \text{ Recommended}
- Interior Architecture, BS \text{ Recommended}

**College of Education**
- Teaching and Learning, BS \text{ Recommended}
- Teaching and Learning, DEG UN \text{ Recommended}

**College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences**
- Economics, BS \text{ Recommended}
- Exercise Science, BS \text{ Recommended}
- Fitness & Sports, BS \text{ Recommended}
- Human Nutr & Foods, BS \text{ Recommended}
- Kinesiology, BS \text{ Recommended}

**Cullen College of Engineering - Technology Division**
- Biotechnology, BS \text{ REQUIRED}
- Construction Management, BS \text{ REQUIRED}
- Computer Information Systems, BS \text{ REQUIRED}
- Mechanical Engineering Tech, BS \text{ REQUIRED}
- Supply Chain & Logistics Tech, BS \text{ REQUIRED}

**Exploratory Studies**
- Exploratory Studies, DEG UN \text{ Recommended (if pursuing a STEM degree)}